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Physical education in the past four decades has undergone a transition from a profession with an emphasis on traditional sport skill acquisition to one with a broader emphasis on health related fitness and lifelong physical activity. During the same time period, the epidemic of overweight and obesity has world-wide implications and rapidly emerged in developed countries and is now emerging in developing countries. A major contributing factor to this issue has been shifts in both the dietary and activity patterns of individuals. This workshop would present research evidence and practical examples including Brain Breaks to draw the linkage and application of a holistic health and physical education model and interactive technology as one of the possible means of combating global epidemic of overweight and obesity.
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ABSTRACT

This research aimed to find (1) the effect of teaching methods and visualization of the results of badminton skills, (2) the effect of high and low motoric skills to the badminton skills learning outcomes, (3) interaction between motoric skills teaching methods and the learning outcomes badminton skills. This research used experimental method to design a 2x2 factorial design. The number of samples in this study were 61 students. Data collection techniques with rope badminton skills tests. Data analysis technique is the analysis of variance (ANOVA) at a significance level of $= 0.05$. The study concluded that (1) there was no difference in the effect of conventional teaching methods and visualization of the badminton skills learning outcomes, but especially on short service skills there were significant differences. (2) There was no difference in the effect of high and low motoric skills to the badminton skills learning outcomes. (3) There was no interaction between motoric skills teaching methods and the badminton skills learning outcomes.

**Keywords:** Visualization, motoric abblility, badminton skills

A. Introduction

With the teaching approach, student’s learning activity is expected to develop together with teacher’s teaching activity. According to Sudjana (1991 : 76), a good teaching approach is an approach which can develop student’s learning activity. A good learning an teaching process had better uses various types of teaching approach alternately or the different types support each other.

Fits and Posner (1967) explains three stage model, namely: (1) Cognitive Stage, (2) Associative Stage, and (3) Autonomous Stage. Cognitive Stage is an early and short stage in motion learning. In this stage, student is expected to understand what to do. Associative Stage is a medium stage and a longer stage than cognitive stage. In this stage,
student is expected to do skill motion, focus on improving skill and accuracy through the mastery of basic skills. Autonomous Stage is an expert stage or the motion is automatically without thinking of it first. so formulation of the Problems as follows: (1) Are there any differences between conventional teaching method and visualization teaching method towards the learning result of badminton skill? (2) Are there any differences between high motoric ability and low motoric ability towards the learning result of badminton skill? (3) Is there an interaction between teaching method and motoric skill towards the learning result of badminton skill.

B. Theoretical Framework
1. Badminton Skill

To be a good badminton player, an athlete should master basic techniques of playing badminton correctly. Basic techniques mentioned is not only hitting technique mastery, but also involve other techniques related to badminton. Basic techniques which should be mastered by the players are stance, racket gripping technique, strokes, and footwork.

a. Stance
Stance can be divided to three forms, which are (1) stance when serving the shuttlecock, (2) stance when receiving the shuttlecock, (3) stance when playing.

b. Racket gripping technique
The good way of gripping racket is using the fingers, not the palm. By using the fingers, it will allow you to move racket freely. There are several types of racket gripping; America grip, backhand grip, and combination grip.

c. Strokes
To master basic techniques there are rules that have to be followed during the practice to master a good skill level, such as service, short service, long service, clear, smash, drop shot, drive, and netting.

d. Footwork
In badminton, foot functions as the body buffer to move anywhere fast. The basic principal of footwork in badminton is that foot should be in line with the hand used to grip the racket when hitting the shuttlecock; when hitting the shuttlecock the foot always at the same direction as the hand. For example, when your hand hit the shuttlecock towards the front of the net, hence in the last appropriate foot step the hand should be at the front. It goes the same way when you hit the shuttlecock in the back area hence the appropriate footstep the hand should be at the back.
Practice to master footwork is to make yourself get used to it because the quality of the good footwork is determined by the rhythm and precision of your step. Hence, to be able to master the expected quality is to practice as often as possible. Here are the models of footwork practice: badminton shadow step, stroke, foot strengthening, reaction, acceleration, agility, speed and coordination of movements. Forms of practice can be in the form of taking the shuttlecocks that are placed in the edges of the field and move them to the center of the field, or vice versa, or move by mimicking the movement of the model (partner during practice), coach’s commands, lamp signal, and so on.

2. Motoric Ability

According to Kirkendall, motoric ability is a general form of someone’s abilities that will result in top achievement if they are developed specifically. The general abilities mentioned above include speed, muscular power and endurance, power, kinesthetic, coordination of eyes-hands, coordination of eyes-feet, agility, flexibility, timing, and sensory motor rhythm. Someone’s motoric ability is an actualization of the abilities he/she has since kids. Motoric ability is related to the implementation of a movement or demonstration of skills that are related to each other and relatively has been had by someone since he or she was a kid. Biological factor is considered to have much effect as the main strength that can affect someone’s basic motoric ability. According to Rusli Lutan, motoric ability serves as a basic in the development of ability and skill owned by someone.

Magill as cited from Fleishman said that individual’s ability in learning certain skills is broadly determined by the level of skills of perception and motoric skill. Fleisman identifies someone’s level of skills into 11, as follows: (1) coordination of body parts, (2) control’s precision, (3) response orientation, (4) reaction time, (5) speed of hands’ move, (6) speed’s control, (7) hands’ dexterity, (8) stability of hands and arms, (9) fingers’ dexterity, (10) speed of wrist and fingers, and (11) aims.

Fleishman also divides motoric ability to 9 classifications, as follows: (1) static strength, (2) dynamic strength, (3) explosive strength, (4) standing still strength, (5) stalling flexibility, (6) dynamic flexibility, (7) the entire body coordination, (8) the entire balance, and (9) endurance. So, motoric ability owned by someone can be viewed as basic success in implementing motoric skills duty, as well as to help the concerned students in learning and the lecturers in deciding the teaching method which should be applied to achieve the expected goal. The better the
motoric skill the students have, the better motoric ability they have in implementing lay-up skill motoric duty hence they can achieve higher outcomes. In summary, the students' motoric ability has close relationship with the achievement of motoric learning outcomes.

In this research, the referred motoric ability is the general motoric ability which focus on the performance of certain sports' skills. Skill here means completeness that facilitate the performance in various of skills. To decide whether the motoric ability of students is high or low, we can use Barrow General Motor Ability Test, which are: (1) long jump without start, (2) 'soft ball' shuttlecock throwing, (3) zig-zag run, (4) throwing shuttlecock to walls, (5) medicine shuttlecock throwing, and (6) 55 meters sprint.

3. Motoric Learning

According to Singer, motoric learning is relative change of behavior in performance or behavior potential that is a learning result or performance to a better situation. Based on the opinion above, motoric learning is a learning form or a process which the purpose is to improve the motoric quality.

According to Suyudi, to give a new knowledge, up to experience and skill, it is necessary to form because it does not happen by chance. However, to form someone to have a new motoric skill can actually be developed based on what had been developed before or based on the experience that had been experienced by someone. The more experience someone has regarding various movements, the better their movements control is and the easier they learn about new movements.

Therefore, students' experience and knowledge regarding the motoric can be programmed by noticing studying principles and systematic practice. In regards to that matter, Yanuar Kiran said that motoric learning is internal change in motoric form which every individual has which is concluded by the permanently relative achievements development and all are results from practice.

In learning and teaching motoric, what needs to be noticed is the motoric ability that supports the skill component itself. Hence when all supporting components can be optimized, the expected good and correct motoric skill will be achieved. According to Verduci, the other levels or classifications that include behavior in the process of skill mastery, include: (1) general motoric, (2) coordination motoric, and (3) creative motoric.

4. Visualization

Visualization practice is a practice in athlete's minds,
which the athletes create movements through imagination and implement them after making sure that those will work. Visualization practice can mean three things; those that can be seen or visual, those that can be heard or auditory, and those that can be felt or kinesthetic (Poster and Foster, 1986). Here are the ways to self-visualized according to Poster and Foster (1986), as follows:

a) See, listen, and feel your performance when you do sports.

b) Take notes or record using a recording devices every detail that you see, listen, or feel.

c) Start directly when you arrive in the arena of competition, do warming up routinely, and few minutes before starting the competition.

d) Enter and learn about the living pictures in details about your events or numbers and experience concerning weather, colors, smells, and sounds of people (noise), temperature, and air.

e) Besides making details, imagine yourself in a relax situation, believe in yourself and control your body and mind perfectly.

f) Do all self-events, sights, feelings, and hearings at every important point at the event.

g) After finishing your event, write down relaxation statements and remember your own trust, freshness level, and tenacity or strength of your own mentality.

h) Write down everything in your notes, read again, and fix it.

i) Pay attention to your weakness, make changes in notes, and if it is satisfying, you can write down progressive relaxation parts which you feel relaxing and follow the notes which you have adjusted.

j) Listen to what you want to achieve several times (at least once a day) before any competitions.

Entering behavior and learning basic condition are important factors to learn new motoric skills. Motoric skill learning is divided to three stages; cognitive, fixation, and automatic stages. In cognitive stage, the influential feedbacks are extrinsic and external, while in fixation and automatic stages, the influential feedbacks are intrinsic combination and external.

The method which can be used to strengthen the feedbacks of the motoric skill learning that will be learned is “visualization” method. This method can strengthen the feedbacks especially on the duties’ complexity and duties management of the skills which will be taught.
1. The Effect of “Conventional-Visualization” Teaching Method on The Learning Result of Badminton Skill.

The presentation skill in skill learning is the combination between stages of motion learning and instructional technique and strategy which enable students to exercise the taught skill easily. The more appropriate the used method is, the easier it is for students to learn the skill. More opportunity to exercise enables students to be more skillful.

The learning process in autonomous stage enables students to obtain exercise experience to improve and harmonize the motion so that the motion is performed unconsciously. They get longer informative feedback about the motion completely so that visualization presentation is considered more effective. The benefits of visualization presentation are: (1) seen from exercise law, they get stronger understanding to remember learning assignment because of the optimization of some senses, (2) they get more opportunity to use knowledge about the feedback, (3) they are faster in getting the insight, (4) they get more references to take decision easily.

The framework of thinking is leading to an assumption that the effect of visualization presentation is more effective than the one without visualization (conventional) towards the learning result of badminton skill.

2. The Effect of Motoric Ability on the Learning Result of Badminton Skill

Students with higher motoric skill will have a potential to perform better motion skill compared to students with lower motoric skill. In other words, students with high motoric ability will master motion skill fast in badminton skill. Students with lower motoric skill have less potential in learning process to master complex motion skill. Students with low motoric ability takes longer time compared to students with high motoric skill. With such characteristic, visualization method is appropriate to use for students with low motoric ability. Therefore, it can be assumed that badminton skill learning with visualization method is more effective than conventional method for students with lower motoric ability. Conventional teaching method and visualization teaching method have different characteristics. In its implementation, visualization teaching method emphasizes on giving lesson material by strengthening motion concept. It is important to master complex lesson material. In this case, one’s motoric ability doesn’t influence the learning of motion skill dominantly.
3. Interaction between Visualization Method with Motoric Ability

Visualization in its principle is very effective in strengthening the concept in cognitive stage of skill learning. The effectiveness in this stage influences more effectively in fixation stage. From that principle, visualization is learning strengthening engineering through the effectiveness of giving stimulus to students' senses. In this research, students with lower motoric ability had better get visualization because through that method lesson material can be given in such a way so that students with lower motoric ability can follow it well.

Research Hypothesis
1. There is a difference of the learning result of badminton skill between visualization teaching method and conventional teaching method.
2. There is a difference of the learning result of badminton skill between students with higher motoric ability and students with lower motoric ability.
3. There is an interaction between teaching method and motoric ability towards the learning result of badminton skill.

C. Methodology

The method used in this research is an experimental method, namely, a method using experiment and treatment activities. By the treatment, the causal relationship from given treatment implementation is seen. The design used in this experiment is 2 x 2 factorial. The samples are 61 male students.
### Table 1. Research Design with 2 x 2 Factorial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A: Teaching Method</th>
<th>“Conventional”</th>
<th>“Visualization”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B: Motoric Ability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (B1)</td>
<td>A1B1</td>
<td>A2B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (B2)</td>
<td>A1B2</td>
<td>A2B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The population of this research is male students of Sport Education Faculty of UNS Surakarta. The technique of sample taking is by randomized group design in this way: students are given motoric ability test, then they are ranked based on the result. The data needed in this research are: (a) data of students’ motoric ability, and (b) data of the learning result of badminton skill. Barrow General Motor Ability Test is used to get the data of motoric ability. While Verducci badminton skill test set is used to get data of the learning result of badminton skill.

The analysis technique in this research is variant analysis (ANAVA) and is followed by Turkey Testing with significance $\alpha = 0.05$.

This research is done in Faculty of Sport Education of UNS Surakarta.

### D. Discussion

The result of hypothesis testing shows that both methods are not different. It means that research hypothesis is not proven. It is possibly due to some obstacles during the research experiments. Several factors which are assumed to fail the hypothesis are:

1. Time of experiment implementation is limited in subject schedule of badminton practice is 90 minutes, once a week, 16 meetings, so that the frequency to master complex badminton skill is still low. In the calculation of short serve result is proven to have significant difference.

2. The use of chicken feather shuttle cock determines the result of badminton skill test. Chicken feather shuttle cock moves slowly so that the test types with far distance point (back side of the court), such as, long serve, smash, da, lob and need more power (it adds to the difficulty of the test to get high score).

3. Less standard of rackets and string used in the exercise because students use their own rackets.

4. It results in low score in the evaluation of the learning result of badminton skill so that it influences the research result.

### E. Conclusion

The conclusion of this research taken from research result and
interpretation is There is no significant difference between conventional and visualization group in the learning result of badminton skill. In the testing of short serve which has simple technical mastery, visualization has better compared to one without visualization.

From the result of the conclusion of this research, it is suggested to review the use of visualization method by adding the frequency treatment implementation at least three times a week in three months. It may result in the change of vascular adaptation effect and it is permanent. The learning process of sport skill must be adapted to the learning theories which have been proven to be useful.
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